
SOLO HOCKEY 
TABLETOP SIMULATION GAME

FOR 1-2 PLAYERS
TIME: 30 min.

    RULES (0.91)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

“Solo Hockey” is tabletop recreation of a pro ice hockey 
game.

The game is designed to be as accurate as possible to events 
during an ice hockey match. Skaters and teams are rated to 
reflect real-life offensive and defensive performances.

1.1 COMPONENTS:

• Four dice (three d6 dice: white, black, red and one 
d20 die: choice color)

• Gamebook
• Scoreboard (with Time track)
• 16 team cards (fantasy professional league and 

fantasy international teams)
• 14 tiles (4 “Absence” tiles, 4 “Penalty” tiles, 6 

“Bench” tiles)
• One puck (Initiative) token
• 10 two-sided score tokens
• Two time markers (for minutes and periods)
• Two “End of PP” time markers
• Six team tokens (two line tokens and one Morale 

token for each team

1.2 GAMEBOOK

In “Solo Hockey,” a player rolls the dice and checks in the 
Gamebook to see what happened on the ice. The Gamebook 
is divided on different parts: even strength events, power 
play events, shots, goalie saves, and deflections.
To shorten time and maximize the flow of the game, there 
are SHOTS charts and a GOALIE chart on the right side of 
events section (powerplay chart includes PP modifiers to the 
shot).

1.3 ABILITIES AND SKILLS

Every hockey player has abilities (generally 0 to 2 icons in 
6 boxes) and skills (all rounded icons at the bottom of the 
card). Level of Experience ranges from 0 to 2. Goalie’s 
Reflexes are rated from 0 to 3.
The player’s card will be checked during the game to see if 
he has certain skills or abilities. If so, his team gets better 
chance to score or defend.
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MECHANICS:
The player throws four dice (three d6 dice and one d20 
die) and checks the Playbook to see what happened 
during the game.
WHITE and BLACK dice show number of the event, RED 
d6 and d20 indicate result of the event. RANDOM PLAYER

If there is no specified skater, roll d6: 1 L, 2 C, 3 R, 4 X, 5 Y,
6 choice skater.
CHOICE PLAYER
In shooting situations, choose the skater with most puck 
icons (shot A: black pucks, shot B: white pucks, shot C: 
sniper icon or black pucks). In other situations, choose 
best possible skater.
If two or more players are equal in skills, roll the die.
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2.0 GAME SETUP

1. Choose the two teams and designate one as the home 
team.
2. Place two “0” score tokens on Scoreboard.
3. Place the Time (minutes) above the “0:20” space and 
Time (period) token on the “Period 1” space.
4. Place game tiles (absence, penalty, bench) and “End of 
PP” time token near the Time track.
5. Four line tokens should be placed on “1” and “5” line 
spaces for both teams (1st forward line and 1st defense 
pair)
6. Place tokens on Morale tracks of both teams (starting 
level of Morale is “C”).
7. Players roll the d6 die. Highest number wins the Initiative
token for the team (if results are equal, home team wins).
YOU ARE READY TO PLAY!

3.0 MECHANICS

“Solo Hockey” is the event game. The player rolls the dice 
and checks the Gamebook to see what happened on the ice. 
To maximize playability, only the most important game 
highlights are replicated. Usually, the player should resolve 
an entire event in one roll.
LET’S PLAY!

Calgary is playing in Boston. Calgary has Initiative (black 
puck token).

1. THROW 4 DICE (three d6 and one d20)

2. REFER TO THE EVENTS CHART IN THE GAMEBOOK 
(check WHITE and BLACK dice (numbers ranges from 11 
to 66). Go to the specific box with the result (35 in this 
example)

3. TIME SHIFT: move the token down on the Time track
(TIME +4: four spaces in this example)

4. LINE CHANGE: move team tokens to indicate which lines 
are currently on the ice
(ATT 2 OTHER: Attacker, Calgary changes lines to different 
ones. Forwards from 1 to 2 and defensive pair from 6 to 5)

5.   READ THE EVENT'S DESCRIPTION   – see RED die result
(       )

In the “4 red die” section, we
have to check if player Y in 
DFD (defending team, Boston
in this example) has no 
Experience. Player Y on 
Boston is Elmes at this 
moment. He has 2 
Experience, so we have to 
check the OTHERWISE 
section at the bottom. DFD 
team (Boston) gains 
Initiative (black puck).
If Elmes has “0” Experience 
level, R (right) ATT player 
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(Savin from Calgary) will shoot. SHOT A (short distance shot).
See rolled d20 result.
D20 roll is 11, so in SHOT A situation, the shooting player 
must add number of his “black puck” icons to the d20 roll. 
Savin has no black pucks. Modified result of the shot is still 11.
Check the SHOT A chart. “11: Goalie saves with the stick.” 
THIS IS THE END OF THE EVENT. 

3.1 TIME

The three periods of “Solo Hockey” are played in 20-second 
time blocks. Whenever “TIME+” appears at the top of Event, 
the player has to move Time Token on the Time track.

                                      
Move the Time token
5 spaces down on the
time track (1 minute

and 40 seconds in this example). See example on
the right side.

Move the Time token by the 
result of the red die.

If the Time token crosses the “5”, “10” or “15” minute 
markers, move it up to the next right column.
When the time token has no space to move (it will cross the 
“20 minutes” mark and move out of the track), the period is 
over and the current event is canceled.
SITUATIONS 4 vs 4, 3 vs 3: TIME -1 (minimum 1).

3.1.1 NEW PERIOD

At the beginning of the new period, move Morale tokens to 
“C” and roll d6 to see who takes the Initiative (if the results 
are equal, SAD team always gets Initiative). 

3.1.2 OVERTIME (OT)

If the score is still tied after the 3rd period, overtime is 
played. When any team scores in OT, the game is over.
Professional hockey rules in OT:
- Three players on the ice (each team should cover 2 choice 
players with “bench” tiles).
- TIME -1, SHOTS “A” +1 to d20 roll.

3.1.3 SHOOTOUT

If there was no goal in OT, teams designate three shooters 
and alternately roll d20 on SHOT C chart according to 
professional hockey rules.

3.2 LINE CHANGES

Only five skaters and one goalkeeper from one team can be 
on the ice, so players move line tokens to define which lines 
are currently playing. Sometimes, at the beginning of an 
event, players have to change the lines. A line change is 
always made only by one team (Exception: before the 
power play, both teams have to change one line, up or down).

At this moment, Boston is playing with:
Olesen – left forward (L), Rainbow– center (C), Womack – 
right forward (R), Sherman - 1st defender (X) and Elmes - 2nd 
defender (Y)

Shortcuts:
ATT: line change in Attacking team (team with the 
Initiative)
DFD: line change in Defending team (team without the 
Initiative)
         LINE UP, move the line token up. If this is impossible, 
MOVE IT DOWN
         LINE DOWN, move the line token down. If this is 
impossible, MOVE IT TO 1ST LINE (forwards) or TO 5TH 
LINE (defenders)
2 OTHER: player changes 2 lines (forwards and defenders) 
to different ones
        no line change in this formation

 Example. Line change in Attacking 
(ATT) team. Forward line: no change, 
defensive line: move token down

4.0 INITIATIVE 

Initiative is controlling the action on the ice.
The team with Initiative is Attacking (ATT) and has puck 
token.
The team without Initiative is Defending (DFD).
Initiative can change during the events, after a goal is 
scored, after a power play (see NO GOAL PP chart) and at 
the beginning of the period.

5.0 HAPPY/SAD TEAM

HAPPY team is winning or drawing away right now. 
SAD team is losing or drawing home.
When teams are drawing on neutral ice, the team with 
better Morale level is HAPPY. If Morale is equal, roll the dice.

6.0 SHOTS

There are five different kinds of shots in „Solo Hockey”:
SHOT A: short distance shot, 
SHOT B: long distance shot/slapshot, 
SHOT C: one-on-one shot/penalty shot,
SHOT D: shot in EMPTY NET situation (9.1.3), 
REBOUND: easy shot from short distance. 
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“IN CHANGE”: puck token goes to the opposite team
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6.1 RESOLVING SHOTS

Shots are resolved by checking the d20 result on the chart in
the Gamebook and adding the shooter’s “pucks” icons and 
all modifiers in [brackets].
SHOT A: add number of black pucks            ,           
SHOT B: add number of white pucks ,         ,  
SHOT C: add 1 for “sniper” icon        . ,
General rule: only Attacking players shoot except when the
charts say otherwise.

6.2 SAVES

If the shot is on target, the goalkeeper can save it. Roll the 
d20 die +/- [modifier] + the goalkeeper's Reflexes level 
(number on the shield icon) and check result in the 
“GOALIE” chart.

6.3 GOAL!

When the goal is scored:
1. Change the match score on the Scoreboard.
2. See the last d6 result on the red die and check the 
“GOAL EFFECT” chart.

Example: Boston (Morale “C”) is playing at home against 
Calgary. Calgary has scored a goal. The score is now 2:2. 
Number on the red die is two. Check “2” result in “GOAL 
EFFECT” chart.

1. Boston's Morale level drops one level, from “C” to “D.”
2. Initiative goes to SAD team: Boston. They are SAD because 
they are drawing 2:2 at home.
3. New lines for DFD team. Mark Defender's (Calgary) 2nd and
6th lines with the tokens.

7.0 FACEOFF 

When the FACEOFF event appears, there is a chance of 
Initiative change. Add all icons listed in brackets owned by 
the five skaters (don't include goalkeeper's icons) on ice in 
each team. The team with more icons wins Initiative (gains 
black puck token). If team icons are equal, see next brackets.
If there are no brackets, team with highest Morale level wins
Initiative.
If Morale is equal, Initiative goes always to SAD team.

Example:
Team with more “stick” icons on ice wins Initiative. If stick 
icons are equal, high MORALE team wins the puck. If Morale 
is equal, Initiative goes to SAD (losing or drawing away) 
team.

8.0 POWER PLAYS

When any skater receives a penalty:
1. See what kind of penalty: check d20 result on PENALTY 
chart. 
2. His card should be covered with „penalty” tile.
3. Initiative goes to the team with the man
advantage.
4. Both teams simultaneously change one line (forwards or
defenders, they decide) up or down.
(Remember: from 4th forward line token can go straight to 
the 1st line and from 7th line to 5th defence line)

5. Place „End of PP” token ahead from actual position of 
the Time token (2 minutes penalty: six spaces ahead,
4-minutes penalty: twelve spaces, 5 minutes penalty: 15 
spaces ahead).

8.1 PENALTIES

Roll d20 on PENALTY chart to see what kind of penalty the 
player gets.
Minor penalty: 2 minutes.
Double minor penalty: 2 minutes +2 minutes.
Place second “End of PP” token 4 minutes ahead of actual 
time and play. If power play goal was scored during first 
power play, place second “End of PP” token 2 minutes ahead
of actual time.
Major penalty: 5 minutes. Scored goal doesn't terminate the 
penalty. When the shorthanded team gets the minor penalty,
the major penalty has priority.
3rd major penalty in match means automatic game 
misconduct.
Misconduct penalty: the player can't return to the game for 
10 minutes. Mark the time of his return with a spare token. 
Cover his card with the “absence” tile.
Game/match penalty: the player is out of the game. Cover 
his card with the “absence” tile.

8.2 GOAL IN POWER PLAY 

When the team with advantage scores in power play:
1. Take “End of PP” token from the Time track (scored goal 
usually terminates the penalty).
2. Remove “penalty tiles” and “bench” tiles from the 
shorthanded team and check red d6 result on “GOAL 
EFFECT” chart (possible Initiative or line changes).
SHORTHANDED GOAL: When the shorthanded team scores, 
it doesn't terminate the penalty. See “GOAL EFFECT” chart, 
Initiative always returns to the team with the man 
advantage.
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Note: Shorthanded team should have two defenders on ice,
so if skater X or Y gets penalty, cover one of the forwards 
with the „bench” tile.
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8.3 END OF POWER PLAY WITH NO GOAL

When Time token overtakes the “End of PP” token: game is 
stopped, lucky for the shorthanded team, there was no goal 
in power play. Don't make any line changes and don't 
resolve the actual PP event.
1. Remove the “End of PP” token from the Time track with 
all “penalty” and/or “bench” tiles.
2. Go to the “NO GOAL POWER PLAY” chart and see the 
result of the red die (possible Initiative or line changes).

IMPORTANT: when both time tokens are in the same minute 
slot, see PP chart: it will be last chance to score!

8.4 INITIATIVE CHANGE IN POWER PLAY 
(COUNTERS)

Before rolling the event in power play, the team with the 
man advantage should always have Initiative. When the 
shorthanded team gets Initiative in the power play as a 
result of the Event, it is an automatic COUNTER (go to 
COUNTER chart) and after this roll, the team with the man 
advantage recovers Initiative.

8.5 TWO MAN ADVANTAGE

Place second “End of PP” token on the Time
track. In this situation, the player moves time
token according to the result in brackets and
reads the events marked with “2M” icon (if
present).
Bonus +3 to “A” shots. When the Time token overtakes first 
“End of PP” token, remove the “penalty” tile from the first 
punished skater.

8.6 PENALTY FOR THE NON-AGGRESSIVE PLAYER

Roll the d6 red die. 1-3 non-aggressive skater
is assessed the penalty, 4-6 no penalty. 
Modify -1 for the skater of the losing team.

8.7 EVEN STRENGTH EVENTS IN POWER PLAY 

Refer to the event's description   without making any Time   
and line changes.

8.8 END OF PERIOD IN PP SITUATION

If there is no place on the Time track for the Time token, the 
event is canceled and the period is over. At the beginning of 
a new period, before moving the time token, subtract the 
number of time units by which the time marker exceeded 
the end of the previous period (token should move a 
minimum of 1 time unit).
Example: TIME is “19:40.” PP event says TIME +2. The player 
can move the TIME token only 1 space down to “20.” End of 
period. First PP event of next period: TIME +3. TIME moves 
two spaces (3-1 left from the previous period).

POWER PLAY EXAMPLE
TIME: 15 minutes, 20 sec. Boston Bruins gets the 2-minute 
penalty: Svensson goes to the penalty box for roughing.

Svensson is covered with the “penalty” tile. Calgary gains 
Initiative.
Boston has to change one line (up or down). Line token from 
5th is placed on 6th line (Sherman, Elmes). Calgary is changing
one line as well.
Boston still has five skaters on the ice, so they have to send 
one player to the box. It will be Law (R position). He is 
covered with the “bench” tile. Now they have four skaters on 
the ice.

„End of PP” time token is placed on 17:20 space (2 minutes 
ahead).

Power play starts. The Attacker rolls the dice.

Resolve “36” event (white and black 
dice) on the POWER PLAY chart. 
TIME +3. Time token moves three 
spaces down (to 16:20), Calgary 
moves forward line token up, no 
change of defensive pairs. Slapshot! 
Attacker chooses skater with most 
“white pucks” (SHOT B) and check 
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the shot result. They chose Sloan (right forward). D20 plus 
one white puck of Sloan is 7 (6+1).
 “7 – Over the crossbar” says the “SHOT B” chart. NOTE: in 
“B shots” there is no PP bonus like in “A shots.” Red die result 
was not used in this event. Next roll then.

“14” PP event. Time token moves two 
spaces down (to 17:00). Only 20 seconds of 
the power play left. DFD team (Boston) 
changes two lines to different ones. 1 to 2, 6 
to 5.

Boston covers L player (Olesen) with “bench” tile in order to 
have two forwards. Assume that Elmes is currently playing on
“Y” position (substitution for Svensson). Event description – 
“Icing”. Good for Boston. Power play end is near… Next roll. 

“65” PP event. Time token moves three 
spaces down and Attacker will have an 
“A” shot! Great! But... wait! Time token 
just crossed “End of PP” token and now 
is on the ”18:00” space. This is the end 
of power play, current event is 
canceled because the Time token is 
farther than the “End of PP” token. 
Tiles from Olesen and Svensson cards are

taken off. “End of PP” token should be placed near the board. 
Now the player goes to the “NO GOAL PP” chart. Red die 
result is “1”. There is an Initiative change (Boston gets the 
puck), Attacker (now Boston) must change two lines to 
different ones. Next events should be rolled according to basic
“Even Strength” chart.

9.0 GOALKEEPERS 

There are two or three goalkeepers on one team – one 
(leftmost) is usually playing goalie. Reserve goalkeeper and 
3rd goalkeeper are on the right of the playing goalie.
OPTION: Before starting the game, player can roll 2d6, add 
the result and check “Starting goalie chances” section on 
player's card to see which one will be the starting goalie 
(chances are calculated from season's percentages).

Example: Larue will start if sum 
of 2d6 roll is between two to 
seven.

9.1 PULLING THE GOALIE 

If Time token is in range between 16-19 minutes in the 3rd 
period, before rolling new event, player can declare that 
they are pulling the goalie. This team can change his lines, 
immediately gets Initiative, a [+1] modifier to all “A” shots, 
TIME -1 and has an additional skater on the ice from other 
formation (put any token on his card).

9.1.2 ADDITIONAL SKATER

This skater can shoot instead of the current shooter. 
Furthermore, the player can also add any icons from the 
additional skater during the FACEOFF situation. The player 
can change the additional skater before rolling the event.

9.1.3 EMPTY NET SITUATION

If the team without the goalie loses Initiative, there is an 
automatic SHOT D attempt for the opponent. Go to the 
“SHOT D” chart.

9.1.4 PULLING GOALIE IN POWER PLAY

If the PP team pulls the goalie, it gains a 2-man advantage 
(refer to “2M” icons on PP charts). If the shorthanded team 
pulls the goalie, next events rolls are on Even Strength chart.

10.0 TEAM RATINGS

These ratings at the top of the team card (ranges from 1 to 
5) show the strength of teams in the selected season.
CLASS: depends on team's achievements in season.
OF: power of offense (number of goals scored).
DE: power of defense (number of goals conceded).
PP: power play effectiveness.
PK: penalty kill effectiveness.

11.0 MORALE

There are six levels of team Morale:
F – lowest – see Breakdown
E – low
D –somewhat low
C – average
B – high
A – best – see Euphoria
Morale has big impact on team performance. Its level 
changes during the game and depends on game events (big 
hits, saves, goals scored).
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11. 1 EUPHORIA/BREAK DOWN
Highest and lowest Morale levels have short-term effects on 
the team’s performance. 
If Morale reaches “A” or “F” after the current event is 
resolved, go to the EUPHORIA/BREAKDOWN chart. The 
Morale token goes back to “B” (after Euphoria) or “E” (after
Breakdown) level. 

12.0 TILES

“Bench” tile – player covered with this tile 
is on the bench now. This position is empty. 
In situations where you have to check this 
skater's skills, this “player” always loses the 
check. If taking a shot from this position, 

there is no shot, IN for the opponent. No penalties for the 
covered player.

“Penalty” tile – this player is on the penalty
bench. If defenseman is covered, assume 
that skater in formation under his card 
plays for him. If there is no skater under his 
card, he is substituted with the skater over 
him on the team card.

„Absence” tile – this player is out of the 
game (injury, misconduct). In substitution, 
use ratings from the player under him on 
the team card.
If the covered player was in 4th (forward 
line) or 7th (defense line), he has no 

substitution, he loses the checks. He doesn't shoot, he gets no 
penalties.

13.0 INJURIES
Roll d20 + d6 and see result on INJURY chart. If the player 
can't play in the next match, cover his card with the 
“absence” tile.
Chosen skater from reserve (RES) will play for him.

14.0 MORE QUESTIONS

Any issues around game situations should be resolved by 
applying professional hockey rules and/or common sense. 
“Solo Hockey” was designed for pure fun, so if you can’t 
decide what to do, simply roll the die.

OPTIONAL RULES

15.0 GAMEDAY CHART  

To randomize morale level, starting formations, or use 
absences before beginning the match, roll d6 for each team 
and check the result on the “GAMEDAY” chart. Players can 
use this chart before the beginning of the 2nd or 3rd period 
and overtime as well.

16.0 TIME-OUTS 

Teams are allowed one time-out per game before rolling the 
event. During the time-out, the team can set any lines of 
skaters. Only one team can use a time-out before the event 
roll.

17.0 TACTIC CARDS

Players can use 18 tactic cards to gain more impact on game
events. Before the beginning of the period, draw cards and 
keep them in your hand. The number of cards is connected 
to the team’s starting Morale level.
Morale B: draw three cards, keep two,
Morale C: draw three, keep one,
Morale D: draw two, keep one,
Morale E: draw and keep only one card.
There are one or two options on the tactic card. Player can 
only use one option from the card and discard it.

All unused cards are discarded at the end of the period. If 
there are no cards in the deck, shuffle discarded cards to 
form a new deck.
If team's Morale reaches “A” level, draw 1 bonus card from 
the deck. If morale reaches “F”: discard one random card 
from the hand.

18.0 FATIGUE

In the third period and in overtime, if LINE UP       player can
move the line token from the 1st formation to the 4th 
formation (forwards) and from 5th to the 7th (defenders).

19.0 OUTSIDERS

When the team with CLASS 3 or better (MORALE B/C) plays
with:
- CLASS 1 team with MORALE D/E or
- CLASS 2 team with MORALE E
player can apply these rules:
1. After scored goal and after no goal-PP Initiative always 
goes to the higher CLASS team,
2. FACEOFFS can be won by the outsider team only if red die
shows “1”,
3. Modifier -1 to all “A” and “B” outsider’s shots if shooter 
has no black puck icon (SHOT A) or no white puck icon 
(SHOT B),
4. Modifier +1 to all goalie saves if outsider’s shot is on 
target and opponent’s goalie has 1 or more shields,

Solo Hockey, ©2021, Krzysztof Pietrzak

If both teams simultaneously reach “A” and “F” Morale 
levels (for example, after a goal), only the team with “A” 
morale checks d6 roll. Opponent's Morale remains at “E” 
level.

Exception: all underscored tactics can have a long-term 
effect. The player can choose any moment to discard this 
tactic, otherwise it lasts until first goal is scored, any 
PENALTY or the end of the period.
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5. All DEFLECTIONS against better CLASS team are canceled
if red die equals or is less than his CLASS.
6. EUPHORIA/BREAK DOWN against outsider: always roll 
the die, no time-killing.

Stop using these rules if outsider’s MORALE level rises. 

20.0 INTERNATIONAL HOCKEY

When playing a match between national teams, assume that 
the hockey players from the reserves also play in this match.
If the event 2-4 (GOOD DEFENSE!) or 2-5 (BORING PART!) 
occurs go to “FRESH PLAYERS” chart and make the 
appropriate substitutions on the ice. Mark the fresh hockey 
players with any markers. After this, resolve events.
Fight on the ice: fighters get match penalty and ejection 
from game.

21.0 GOALIE CHANGE/ASSISTS/EXACT EVENT 
TIME CHARTS

Use these additional charts for better realism and keeping 
more accurate stats for your game.

22.0 FINAL NOTES

This game was inspired by the sports board games I love: 
Strat-O-Matic games, Keith Avallone’s sport games, Dynasty 
League Baseball, GridZone and many more. My main goal 
was to give players more emotions in less time. I have tried 
to simplify the rules as much as I can, while keeping the 
flow and replayability of the game. I also wanted the team’s 
Morale to have a significant impact on the game.
I started from the big game (about 100 minutes to play one 
match) on many d100 rolls, but it was too time consuming 
(many rolls, endless passing). I’ve been cutting the first 
prototype piece by piece to reach this final (?) product. Now
I can play/simulate a hockey match in 20 minutes and have 
real stats and memorable highlights.

Big thanks to Al Wilson and Christopher. Your feedback 
inspired me to finish this project.
Flags graphics by flagpedia.net.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have any questions, please visit
www.timetodice.com
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